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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents a method to characterize the effective properties of inertial acoustic metamaterial unit cells for

underwater operation. The method is manifested by a fast and reliable parameter retrieval procedure utilizing both

numerical simulations and measurements. The effectiveness of the method was proved to be self-consistent by a

metamaterial unit cell composed of aluminum honeycomb panels with soft rubber spacers. Simulated results agree

well with the measured responses of this metamaterial in a water-filled resonator tube. A sub-unity density ratio and

an anisotropic mass density are simultaneously achieved by the metamaterial unit cell, making it useful in implemen-

tations of transformation acoustics. The metamaterial, together with the approach for its characterization, are

expected to be useful for underwater acoustic devices. VC 2021 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a rapid development of

acoustic metamaterials (AMMs), where their macroscopic

properties are determined by the subwavelength inclusions

within these structures (Cummer et al., 2016; Ge et al.,
2018; Ma and Sheng, 2016). Numerous intriguing function-

alities have been realized based on the exotic properties that

AMMs can offer (Liu et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2015; Yves

et al., 2017; Zigoneanu et al., 2014). Despite the abundant

experimental proposals that work in air, successful demon-

strations in water have been scarce (Bi et al., 2017, 2018;

Brunet et al., 2015; Cai et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2006; Popa

et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2011). This is primarily due to the

complexity of interactions between solids and dense fluids.

For example, because of the relatively large characteristic

impedance of water, few materials have sufficient imped-

ance contrast to be considered acoustically rigid in water.

This makes designs that work well in air, such as space-

coiling structures (Liang and Li, 2012) or Helmholtz resona-

tors (Kaina et al., 2015), difficult to directly transfer to

water, as the non-negligible impedance contrast of the solids

must be included for accurate modeling.

Another difficulty encountered with underwater AMMs

is the reduction of the effective shear modulus of the struc-

tures. It has been shown that a finite shear modulus will intro-

duce undesired resonances that contaminate the effective

properties of the metamaterials (Popa et al., 2016; Smith and

Verrier, 2011; Urzhumov et al., 2010). For anisotropic meta-

materials, non-negligible shear modulus will also signifi-

cantly reduce the anisotropy ratio. Pentamode metamaterials

composed of latticed filaments with solid inclusions that have

vanishing shear modulus can be a potential solution (Chen

et al., 2017; Layman et al., 2013; Norris, 2009; Su et al.,
2017). However, these metamaterials are composed of com-

plicated structures and are not fabrication-friendly for large

quantities. Consequently, these challenges severely hinder the

applications of AMMs in water, such as medical ultrasound

and underwater acoustic communications.

In addition to the difficulties in the design and fabrica-

tion of underwater AMMs, the field lacks methods that can

numerically and experimentally characterize these metama-

terials efficiently. To date, most metamaterials reported to

operate in water involve relatively simple structures, such as

layered metal sheets immersed in water (Bi et al., 2017,

2018; Popa et al., 2016). For more complicated structures,

numerical simulations based on finite element analysis may

be difficult due to the complexity induced by small features

and solid-fluid interactions. On the other hand, an

unbounded medium method has been proposed to experi-

mentally estimate the effective properties of metamaterial

blocks based on field mapping (Popa et al., 2016). This
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method, however, requires the size of the metamaterial sam-

ple to be several wavelengths in order to perform field aver-

aging. Consequently, a large water tank is required at low

frequencies as the wavelength increases, and the field map-

ping can be time consuming.

In this paper, we describe a fast and reliable hybrid

numerical/experimental method for the prediction of effec-

tive mass density and bulk modulus of underwater metama-

terials. For the numerical part, a standard procedure was

developed based on finite element analysis, which takes into

account the solid-fluid interactions of the metamaterial

structure while effectively minimizing the computational

load. For the experimental part, we present a measurement

procedure using a water-filled resonator adapted from previ-

ous work characterizing bubbly liquids (Dolder and Wilson,

2017), seagrass (Enenstein et al., 2013; Johnson et al.,
2017), and water saturated glass beads (Venegas and

Wilson, 2019). Other previous work had employed an

impedance tube to characterize a layered metamaterial sam-

ple with a structure comprised of lossy sonic crystals for in-

air applications (Guild et al., 2015). However, water-filled

impedance tubes are not readily available and cannot easily

be constructed. Therefore, the methodology employed by

Guild et al. was not used to characterize the effective prop-

erties of the underwater AMMs presented in this work.

When the samples are loaded in the tube, the effective prop-

erties can be extracted by analyzing the mode frequency

shift compared with the water-only resonator tube measure-

ment. The use of aluminum honeycomb panels as building

blocks of underwater metamaterials is also proposed. It is

found that the honeycomb panels support a sub-unity den-

sity ratio in one direction as well as anisotropic mass densi-

ties in orthogonal directions.

The paper is organized as follows: The design and

numerical simulations of the underwater metamaterial unit

cell composed of aluminum honeycomb panels are pre-

sented in Sec. II. The measurement technique we used to

characterize the metamaterial as well as the results obtained

from the fabricated samples are shown in Sec. III. A sum-

mary and conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. DESIGN AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The structure of the proposed metamaterial block is

depicted in Fig. 1. It is composed of four aluminum honey-

comb panels, which are interconnected by four soft rubber

rods on the corners. Aluminum honeycomb panels are well

known for their light weight and high mechanical stiffness

(Ashby et al., 2000; Zenkert, 1995). They have also been

adopted in the acoustics community to construct light yet

strong structures (Sui et al., 2015; Wen-chao and Chung-fai,

1998). Compared with previous layered structures using

dense materials, such as brass and steel (Bi et al., 2017,

2018; Popa et al., 2016), the use of aluminum honeycomb

panels greatly reduces the overall weight without sacrificing

stiffness. Another advantage is they can yield much smaller

effective densities, which are crucial for application to trans-

formation acoustics (Chen and Chan, 2010), as will be dem-

onstrated later in this section. One important aspect of the

design of the metamaterial is the control of the shear modu-

lus, whose presence will degrade the performance of the

metamaterial in water. For layered structures, it is ideal to

have the individual layers suspended in water so that the

shear stiffness of the overall structure is small. However,

this will inevitably eliminate the ability of the structure to

retain its shape. One approach to tackle this problem is to

use rubber coated neodymium magnets (Popa et al., 2016),

but this adds fabrication complexity and still does not avoid

the introduction of undesired resonances. Moreover, this

solution is not compatible with non-magnetic materials such

as the aluminum panels used in this work. We have there-

fore decided to use highly compliant rubber rods to connect

neighboring aluminum honeycomb panels. The rubber rods

are stretched and fitted into the holes on the aluminum pan-

els to make the entire structure retain its shape while provid-

ing a seal to minimize the possibility of water penetrating

the cells of the honeycomb.

The detailed structure of the aluminum honeycomb

panel is shown in Fig. 1(b). The panel is composed of a core

honeycomb lattice bounded by two face sheets on the top

and bottom sides. The thicknesses of the core layer and the

face sheets are 8 and 0.8 mm, respectively. The side length

FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of the metamaterial. (a) The unit cell is composed of stacked aluminum honeycomb panels, which are connected by soft

rubber rods to reduce the shear modulus. (b) Illustration of a honeycomb panel, which is a sandwiched structure consisting of a core honeycomb lattice and

two face sheets.
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of the hexagonal cell is 3.7 mm with thickness 0.2 mm. The

thickness of a single assembled panel is 50 mm. The meta-

material unit cell is cubic with side length being 50 mm and

is formed by evenly spacing four aluminum panels.

Numerical simulations based on finite element analysis

were used to study the behavior of the metamaterial sample.

For underwater operations, we are interested in the effective

properties of the metamaterial unit cell, namely the effective

mass density and sound speed in orthogonal directions.

Although a typical parameter retrieval method has been

established based on reflection and transmission coefficients

(Fokin et al., 2007), it is not trivial to directly apply this

method to study the metamaterial under study, even numeri-

cally. This is because the honeycomb structure is complex

with thin walls and small features, when compared to an

acoustic wavelength, which require a high computational

effort to be fully modeled. To tackle this issue, the procedure

was broken down into two steps. A single honeycomb panel

and its surrounding water layers is first simulated, including

the exact inner structures, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The side

length of the panel was reduced from 50 to 30 mm for

improved computational efficiency. A set of simulations were

then performed to determine the effective properties of the

honeycomb panel itself, by comparing the simulated

responses produced by the explicit structures to the response

with effective properties. The thermoviscous effects were not

included because the viscous boundary layer (Yazaki et al.,
2007) is much smaller than the separation between the plates.

Therefore, their effects in such multilayered structures are

neglected in the study. The variables referring to the effective

material properties in the simulation are defined follows:

B ¼ bulk modulus ratio of AMM compared to water;

q? ¼ density ratio of AMM in perpendicular

orientation compared to water;

qk ¼ density ratio of AMM in parallel

orientation compared to water:

The best fit was sought such that the effective medium

simulation and the explicit model produce the same

response within the spectrum of interest. From Figs. 2(b)

and 2(c), when the effective property ratios of the honey-

comb panel are q? ¼ 0:72; qk ¼ 1:06, and B¼ 0.87, agree-

ment was observed. Note that throughout this paper, the

effective material properties are all normalized to the den-

sity and bulk modulus of water, which are assumed to be

998 kg/m3 and 2.23 GPa, respectively. This effective panel

can later be integrated with water layers for the calculation

of the effective properties of the assembled structures with

various configurations. The effective properties inferred

from the full structure simulations reveal some dispersion.

However, because the dispersion was found to be less than

3%, the dispersion was ignored, and frequency independent

effective properties at 3 kHz were used in simulation

comparisons.

The inferred parameters are then used in a simulation of

the full unit cell structure to calculate the overall effective

properties of the metamaterial, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). Note

that in this step, the panels are represented by effective

media to facilitate the calculations. The inferred effective

density and modulus of the metamaterial unit cell are shown

in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). It can be seen that the overall unit cell

is anisotropic, with effective density ratios in the perpendic-

ular and parallel direction being q? ¼ 0:82 and qk ¼ 1:04,

respectively. The anisotropy mainly stems from the structure

of the assembled metamaterial, which results in different

inertia of wave motion for the two orientations.

Remarkably, the effective modulus ratio is B¼ 0.92, which

indicates that the phase speed in the perpendicular direction

is greater than water. The anisotropy ratio is dependent on

the material properties of the constituent materials in such a

multilayered structure and is limited in this work as the

effective density of the honeycomb panels is close to water.

To further increase the anisotropy ratio, lighter materials

such as metal foams may be used (Popa and Cummer,

2011). Such sub-unity density and above-unity phase speed

could be meaningful in designing transformation acoustics

devices with better performance (Chen and Chan, 2010).

For example, in the design of underwater cloaks (Bi et al.,
2017; Bi et al., 2018; Kerrian et al., 2019), the required

effective densities are typically scaled up to facilitate the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Determination of the effective property ratios of the honeycomb panels. (a) Finite element simulation in perpendicular and parallel

orientations using an accurate representation of the internal honeycomb structure and the face sheets. The best fits between the full structure simulation and

the effective medium approximations are shown. Outside the panel is water, and inside the honeycomb is air. (b) Best-fit effective density. (c) Best-fit effec-

tive bulk modulus. Blue: perpendicular direction. Red: parallel direction.
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design procedure, as it is difficult to realize sub-unity den-

sity materials. This, however, will inevitably introduce

impedance mismatches and degrade the cloaking perfor-

mance. Although strategies have been proposed using metal

foams (Popa and Cummer, 2011) or elastic membranes

(Shen et al., 2014), they have yet to be experimentally veri-

fied. Our approach can therefore serve as an improved

means to implement such devices.

Simulations were carried out to estimate the effective

shear modulus of the metamaterial using elastic rubber rods.

This was done by analyzing the shear strain c when an in-

plane shear stress s was applied, as shown in Fig. 4. As the

stiffness of the honeycomb panels is much larger than the

rubber rods, the shear strain mostly comes from the dis-

placement of the rubber rods. This in turn reduces the over-

all shear modulus of the metamaterial unit cell. The rubber

rods had a 1.6 mm radius and a 3.87 mm length. The density,

Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of the rubber were

1522 kg/m3, 1.35 MPa, and 0.499, respectively. The effec-

tive shear modulus was then derived by G ¼ s=c, which

yielded 48.8 kPa. According to previous literature (Chen

et al., 2015; Smith and Verrier, 2011; Urzhumov et al.,
2010), this effective shear modulus (<1% of the correspond-

ing bulk modulus of the background fluid) is well within the

range for the suppression of unwanted resonances.

Therefore, it is expected that the use of rubber rods provides

a reliable means for the connection between individual

panels while maintaining low shear modulus. Note that the

water layers between the honeycomb panels provide com-

pressional stiffness close to that of water.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
UNDERWATER METAMATERIAL

Three of the unit cells described in Sec. II were con-

structed and experimentally characterized using a one-

dimensional (1-D) resonator tube approach. A 0.615-m-long

glass-walled tube (wall thickness 4.7 mm) was used to deter-

mine dynamic effective sound speeds and densities of the

materials. Figures 5 and 6 show the experimental setup with

a representative tube and signal flow chart shown in Fig. 5.

Three metamaterial unit cells are immersed inside the tube.

To eliminate entrained air bubbles, the tube must be filled

with degassed water with submerged samples left inside for

several hours before testing. The degassing process allows

for any trapped air in small crevices around the sample to

diffuse back into solution, thus eliminating unwanted bubble

effects. Since the unit cells are lighter than water, the

FIG. 3. (Color online) Determination of the effective properties of the metamaterial unit cell. (a) Finite element simulation in perpendicular and parallel ori-

entations. The panels (represented by the blue-colored blocks) were modeled as anisotropic effective media in the simulations, and the gray-colored regions

are water. (b) Inferred effective density in the two orientations. (c) Inferred effective bulk modulus in the two orientations.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Analysis of the effective shear modulus between

layers. The displacement field can be obtained numerically by applying

shear force on one of the faces.

FIG. 5. (Color online) A representative resonance tube is shown with com-

ponents labeled. Water-filled channels inside the unit cells are shown ori-

ented in parallel to the acoustic axis of the waveguide.
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samples were tethered using nylon monofilament to a ballast

mass in the form of a large brass washer as shown in Fig. 5.

The individual unit cells can also be tethered with the water

layers oriented in the direction perpendicular to that shown

in Fig. 5. These orientations correspond with the simulation

orientation representations in Fig. 2.

An exponential chirp with frequency 0.05–10 kHz was

used to excite the tube via an electromechanical shaker

attached to a piston, as shown in Fig. 5. A RESON

(Slangerup, Denmark) TC4013 hydrophone sensed the

acoustic pressure response, which was recorded by a Data

Physics (San Jose, CA) Quattro data acquisition system

along with the excitation signal, and a transfer function was

calculated using the Data Physics software. At each orienta-

tion, ten transfer functions were averaged in the frequency

domain. These averaged transfer functions are referred to

hereafter as the system response. The temperature of the

water in the tube was measured using a thermocouple and

recorded after every test-run and used to determine the

sound speed of the water from Eq. (5.22) in Kinsler et al.
(1999). The average temperature of the water over all

experiments was approximately 22 �C. There were typical

fluctuations of 62 �C, depending on the time of day and the

lab ventilation system reacting to outside weather

conditions.

The air-water interface at the top of the tube is a close

approximation of a pressure release boundary condition.

The bottom surface was placed on a Styrofoam layer, which

also approximates a pressure release boundary condition. A

typical measured system response is shown in Fig. 7, where

evenly spaced resonance peaks can be observed. Due to the

pressure release conditions at both ends of the pipe, resonan-

ces occur at integer multiples of a half-wavelength

(k=2 ¼ L). Rearranging this relationship, the sound speed

can be calculated in terms of the length of the tube and fre-

quency of the resonance. The frequencies of the resonance

peaks and, subsequently, the sound speeds relating to the

modes of vibration of the tube peaks are dependent upon the

physical properties of the medium inside the tube. By

changing the material in the tube in controlled volume frac-

tions, the sound speed changes can be observed in the sys-

tem response. If an appropriate mixture model is used to

homogenize the water-material combination, the dispersion

properties of the elastic tube wall can be accounted for, and

the material properties of the foreign addition can be

inferred. The materials used in the experiment are designed

to be anisotropic, and therefore, the samples are tested in

different orientations. Three separate tests were performed

to characterize the metamaterial, including a water-filled

case (no metamaterial samples) and tests for the parallel and

perpendicular metamaterial orientations. Orientations are

labeled with respect to direction of the particle velocity

through the sample in the resonator tube, as shown in Fig. 3,

and correspond to the directions shown in Fig. 2. For future

experiments, it may be possible to orient the samples at a

known angle with respect to the direction of the standing

waves in the resonance tube in the simulation and resonator

tube experiment. It is theoretically possible to orient the

samples at a known three-dimensional angle such that the

off-axis effective dynamic inertia could be compared

between experiment and simulation to check the consistency

of the system.

A. Inference of acoustic properties

A theoretical framework is outlined here to infer the

acoustic properties of the metamaterial from measured data.

The first step is to apply an appropriate mixing model for

the water-metamaterial mixture as a function of volume

fraction, density, and sound speed of both the metamaterial

samples and water. The second step is to correct for the dis-

persion effects of the elastic-walled waveguide using an

exact analytic expression developed by Del Grosso (1971)

as well as Lafleur and Shields [Eq. (5) of Lafleur and

Shields (1995)]. The mixture law developed by Mallock and

Wood (Mallock, 1910; Wood, 1930) was used to represent

the combination of materials in the tube as seen in Eq. (1):

FIG. 6. (Color online) Experimental apparatus. A mechanical shaker was

used to generate signals. The response was measured by a hydrophone.

Three unit cells are shown suspended in the resonator.

FIG. 7. (Color online) An example of a measured system response with the

resonator filled with water and no unit cells. The first five resonance peaks

are due to the first five plane wave-like modes. The sixth peak is a reso-

nance due to shaker-stinger-piston structure. The next four higher modes

are a continuation of the plane wave modal structure.
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qmix ¼ qlð1� vÞ þ vqAMM

1

Kmix

¼ ð1� vÞ
Kl

þ v
KAMM

cmix ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kmix

qmix

s
;

(1)

where

ql ¼ density of water;

v ¼ volume fraction of the AMMs;

qAMM ¼ effective dynamic density of the AMM;

Kl ¼ bulk modulus of water;

KAMM ¼ bulk modulus of AMM; assigned

to be simulated value found in Sec: II;

qmix ¼ density of the water-AMM mixture;

Kmix ¼ bulk modulus of the water-AMM mixture;

cmix ¼ longitudinal sound speed of the

water-AMM mixture:

The volume fractions are known by measuring the volume

of each sample and dividing by the internal volume of the

tube. The bulk modulus of the AMM from the simulation in

Sec. II is assumed to be constant for the experiment and was

used as an input to the mixture model.

The effective properties from the mixture model were

used as inputs to the dispersion expression found in Eq. (5)

in Lafleur and Shields (1995), which is expressed in com-

pact form by

c0;0 ¼ f ðcmix; qmix;x; b; d; Y; qt; �Þ; (2)

where c0;0 is the planar longitudinal phase speed in the

waveguide, cmix and qmix are as defined by the

Mallock–Wood mixture model in Eq. (1), x is frequency, b
is the inner radius of the tube, and d is the outer radius of

the tube. Referring to the tube wall material, Y is the

Young’s modulus, qt is the density, and � is Poisson’s ratio.

The dynamic effective density of the metamaterial is the

inferred property of the system, which is varied as an input

to Eq. (1) until the left-hand side of Eq. (2) agrees with the

sound speeds measured in the experiment. The free space

effective sound speed of the metamaterial is then calculated

using cAMM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
KAMM=qAMM

p
and normalized by the sound

speed of the water during the time that experiment was run.

The latter was determined by measuring the temperature

and using Eq. (5.22) of Kinsler et al. (1999). In its current

form, the resonator tube method does not allow for simulta-

neous determination of the bulk modulus and effective

dynamic density. In previous work that utilized the same

experimental method, local inertia of the material of interest

was very well approximated as being independent of fre-

quency and orientation in the standing wave field of the res-

onator tube (Dolder and Wilson, 2017; Enenstein et al.,
2013; Johnson et al., 2017). By extension, the dynamic

density was well approximated by static tests, which permit

the inference of bulk modulus or related material properties.

The effective local inertia of the AMM in the current

work is direction-dependent and therefore dependent on ori-

entation in the resonator tube. The inherent nature of the

anisotropic effective dynamic density therefore defines the

effective bulk modulus as being the inferred material prop-

erty. Experimental measurement of the effective bulk modu-

lus of the honeycomb panel assembly would be required to

be made underwater as the heterogeneous inclusion relies on

alternating water layers necessary for expected performance.

The experimental apparatus as presented in this work is not

yet equipped to independently determine the effective bulk

modulus but could be considered in future work. Depending

on the process employed, the tabulated effective sound

speeds and effective dynamic densities would have to be

adjusted to include inevitable error that would be present in

experimentally verifying the bulk modulus of the AMM. In

lieu of using an experimental process, the effective bulk

modulus was approximated with a harmonic volumetric

mean rule-of-mixtures relationship from a COMSOL represen-

tation of the AMM found in Sec. II.

B. Results

Figure 8(a) shows the system responses for the three

separate cases, and Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) illustrate the peak fre-

quency shifts in modes 1 and 3. The system responses for

both orientations remain plane wave-like, similar to the

water-only case, with no spurious resonances due to the

AMM structure. It can be observed that the peak frequency

shifts rightward and leftward at perpendicular and parallel

orientations, respectively, which indicates above-unity and

sub-unity sound speed ratios in these orientations. Figure 9

FIG. 8. (Color online) Measurement transfer function amplitudes are plot-

ted for three cases: water only (blue), perpendicular orientation (red), and

parallel orientation (green). (a) The full system response over the entire fre-

quency range of the exponential chirp energizing the system via the stinger.

The detailed views of the resonance peaks of the first and third modes are

shown in (b) and (c), respectively.
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compares the experimental transfer functions to the simu-

lated systems. Higher-order non-plane modes exist in this

system above 5000 Hz. For this reason, only the first five

modes were used in the analysis. Good agreement can be

found where the mode peaks are well captured by the simu-

lation results, although disagreements exist in the nulls of

the system responses. A resonance peak associated with a

natural vibrational mode of the stinger is present immedi-

ately after mode 5 in all experimental data sets shown in

Fig. 9. The stinger mode is absent from the corresponding

simulations because the stinger was not included in the sim-

ulated system. The resonance extraction and subsequent

material property inference detailed in Sec. III A show self-

consistency in our numerical and experimental approach to

the determination of the effective properties of the metama-

terial. The measured resonance frequencies and the resulting

sound speed ratios are shown in Table I.

By changing the AMM material property values as

inputs to the Mallock–Wood mixture model representing the

water-AMM mixture, new values are produced for cmix and

qmix, which are inputs to Eq. (1). Equation (1) results, which

are represented by the model curves in Fig. 9, are adjusted

indirectly through the AMM material properties until the

Eq. (1) curves align with experimental data points. The effec-

tive densities were found to be 863 and 1030 kg/m3 for the

perpendicular and parallel cases, respectively. The effective

sound speeds of the metamaterial were found to be 1523 m/s

for the perpendicular orientation and 1394 m/s for the parallel

orientation. The bulk modulus of the material was assumed to

be the simulated value found in Sec. II: KAMM ¼ 0:87Kl. The

value was assumed constant regardless of orientation because

the simulations found negligible changes in bulk modulus as

a function of frequency between the parallel and perpendicu-

lar cases. Further, this is in agreement with the assumption

that the AMM structure produces an effective fluid with

anisotropic effective dynamic density. A comparison between

the experimental value and the simulated values can be found

in Table II. Overall, there is very good agreement between

the simulated material properties and the inferred properties

from the resonator tube experiment. Finally, the normalized

measured phase speeds were plotted as a function of fre-

quency along with the dispersion expression in Eq. (2)

(Lafleur and Shields, 1995; Del Grosso, 1971) in Fig. 10.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have designed and experimentally demonstrated an

underwater AMM composed of aluminum honeycomb pan-

els and soft spacers immersed in water. Numerical and

experimental approaches were developed to characterize the

underwater metamaterial in the frequency range from 1 to

4 kHz. The results from the simulations and experiments

demonstrate self-consistency between the inferred and pre-

dicted effective material properties. Notably, these

approaches can be used at low frequencies, which is very

convenient for other techniques, such as field mapping or

standard reflection-transmission techniques.

The effective sound speed and density ratios compare

the AMM effective material properties with those of the

FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison between simulated and measured system responses. (a) Water-only case. (b) Perpendicular orientation. (c) Parallel

orientation.

TABLE I. Frequencies of the resonance peaks of the measured system

responses and normalized phase speeds.

Resonance frequencies (Hz)

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

Water 882.226 1749.414 2607.813 3434.961 4200.011

Perpendicular 899.805 1758.984 2615.820 3441.602 4208.203

Parallel 874.023 1754.688 2600.195 3421.094 4201.953

Wave guide phase speed/Water sound speed

Water 0.7271 0.7209 0.7164 0.7077 0.6923

Perpendicular 0.7420 0.7252 0.7190 0.7095 0.6940

Parallel 0.7215 0.7243 0.7155 0.7061 0.6938

TABLE II. Inferred and simulated values for sound speed and density of

the metamaterial for both perpendicular and parallel cases. Inferred values

use assumed constant bulk modulus determined in simulations.

Perpendicular Parallel

Sound speed

(m/s)

Density

(kg/m3)

Sound speed

(m/s)

Density

(kg/m3)

Simulated 1573 822 1402 1034

Inferred 1523 863 1394 1030
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host medium. The AMM material properties of the unit cell

building block are found to be above unity using water as a

reference in the perpendicular direction, which is meaning-

ful for the design of underwater devices based on transfor-

mation acoustics. The use of rubber rods as soft spacers not

only provides an efficient means to connect the building

blocks but also effectively reduces the shear modulus of the

metamaterial and minimizes the interactions between adja-

cent layers. The aluminum honeycomb panels, which are

employed as the main building blocks of the metamaterial,

are low-cost and mechanically robust. It is hoped that the

design strategy and characterization method presented in the

paper can be helpful for designing future underwater meta-

materials and novel acoustic devices.
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